
LAGOS STATE GOVERNMENT,
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK
ENGLISH STUDIES

PRIMARY ONE THIRD TERM

TOPICS

Phonics:
of

basc
words
e.g.

Structure:
Asking about
the number of

objects with
he question

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the
pupils

should be able
to:

i. proeace ard
identify basic

i. differenbate
between letters

and sounds;

ll. use the letters

at beginning,

rniddle, and end

of words.

By the end of the

lesson pupils
should be able

to:

i. list some

objects;

ii.

number of

using

the right

question form;

iii. answer

questions about

the number of

objects

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils, as a class,

listen to the

pronunciation of

sounds.

ii. Pupils, in small

groups, differentiate

between the

producions of

sounds and letters.

ii. Pupils, in pairs, use

sounds in words:

onset, coda etc.

i. Pupils, as a class,

listen to the

teacheds

explanation on

asking the number

of objects with the

EMBEDDED

CORES SKILLS
i. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

ii. Communication

and collaboration

i. Communication
and collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

right question form.

ii. Pupils, in pairs, role-

play characters by

asking one another

questions about

number of objects.

ii. Each pupil answers

questions about

number of objects.

LEARNING
RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Flash
cards/Alphabet

charts

ii. Pictures/Drawing

ii. Tape

recording/sound

charts

WEB
RESOURCES

https•.!iyoutu.be/21e

rM7dTQN4

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Real objects

ii. Pictures books

ii. Pupils text books

v. Counting blocks

WEB
RESOURCES
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WKS TOPICS

Vocabulary:

New words

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able

to:

i. identify new

words;

ii. explain new

words;

iii.use new words

in own speech.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

i. Pupils, as a class,

identify and

pronounce new

words from a given

material,

ii. Pupils, in pairs,

find out the

meaning of words

in the dictionary

and discuss new

words and their

meaning.

EMBEDDED

CORES SKILLS

i. Communication 

collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

srtJDl
LEARNING

AUDIO 
RESOURCES

VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Story books

ii. Text books

lii. Each pupil use

new words in new

sentences.

v. Pupils role-play

meaning of new

words.

Reading:
By the end of the i. Pupils, as a class,

solving

Citizenship

ii. Word cards

v. Dictionaries

WEB

RESOURCES

Introduction of lesson, pupils i. Communication
basic reading should be able

are guided to and collaborationskills

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
to:

i. identify the

basic reading

skills;

ii. list the basic

reading skills —

phonics,

phonemic

awareness,

vocabulary,

fluency and

reading

comprehension;

iii. explain the

importance of
each reading

skill;

v, apply the basic
skills in their

reading.

identify principles of
reading skills.

ii. 

ii. Critical thinking
and problem

i. Pupils text book

ii. Word chartsPupils, in groups,

explain the basic

reading skills.

iii. Pupils, in pairs,

explain the

importance of each
reading skill.

v. Each pupil applies
the principles onto
their reading.

solving

WEB

RESOURCES
https://readinqeqq.
co.za/

articles/2016/06/10
/five- com onents-
of-readinq/

IJNiFlED 
SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY 

SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3)
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LEARNING

TOPICS OBJECTIVES

Fy the end of the

lesson. pupd.s

should be able

to.

i presents letters

using the

sequence of

strokes and

curæs right

from the start:

i. recognize the

strokes and

curves that

make up a

letter;

iii. use stroke and

cun tes to form

Alphabet.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able

to:

i. pronounce

sounds / u, v, w

I correctly;

ii. contrast letter

u, v, w and

sounds /u, v, w/;

ii. identify u, v, w,

sounds in a

word.

By the end of the

lesson, Pupils

should be abje

to:

i. listen to songs

and rhymes

attentively;

ii. sing songs

taught;

iii. recite rhymes.

i 

ili.

i.

ACTIVITIES

Pupds. as a class.

watch teacher make

strokes and curves

on the board.

Each pupil

reproduces the

strokes the teacher

made on the board.

Each pupil forms

letters using strokes

and curves.

Pupils, as a class,

pronounce

sounds/u, v, WI.

LEARNING EMBEDDED

ii. Pupils are guided, i

small groups, to

compare the letters

u, v, w and sounds

iii. Each pupil identifies

u, v, w, in words.

i. Pupils, as a class,

listen attentively and 

recite while teacher

CORES SKILLS
Cnttca! thinking

and problem

solving

Creativity and

imagination

Communication

and collaboratio

ll. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

l. Communication

and collaboration

recites rhymes.
ll. Critical thinking

ii. Pupils, in small and problem

groups, sing songs solving
taught.

iii. Pupils, in small

groups, recite

rhymes alone

sounding words

clearly.

AGos STATE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

ENGLISH

LEARNING

RESOURCES
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EMBEDDED LEARNING
LEARNING CORES SKILLS RESOURCES

TOPICSWKS

Vocabulary:

New words

Reading: The
sounds I hear

Stucture:
Antnal sa.nds 

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of

the lesson,

pupils should

be able to:

ACTIVITIES

l, pupils, as a class,

words as teacher

pronounces them.

l. Communication

and

collaboration

ll. Critical thinking

I. new

ll. explain the

rheaning of

new words;

ll. Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

the meanings of

the new words.

Ill. Pupils, as

Ill. use newwords individuals, use the

in speech

By the end of

the lesson,
pupils shmJld

be able to:

l. denüfythe
sounds they

hear and what

makes such

nnds;

ll. reproduæ tie

bey

new words in new

sentences.

IV. Pupils, in pärs,

role-play meaning

of new words.

l. Pupils, as a dass,

listen to sounds

made on audio

player

ll. Each pupil
reproduces

sounds they hear.

Ill. Pupils are guided,

in small groups, to

identify what

makes or made

suffi sounds.
Ill. distinguish the

sounds.

By tie end of the

lesson, pupils
be able

to:

l. Pupils are guided, in 

smal groups,

identify the sounds

and problem

solving

l. Communmion

collaboration

ll. Criücal tiiri(ing

and problem

l. Communication
and mllaboraüon

l. Critical thinking
l. identify and

name sounds

of tie various

animals as listed by

the teacher.

and problem

solving
made by

various animals;

ll. reproduce
sounds made

by animals;

ll. Each pupil

pronounces the

various sounds.

UNIFIED SCHFMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3) 45



r-NGLlSH STUDIESLEARNING
TOPICS OBJECTIVES

Ill. differentiate

between animal

sounds and

human speech,

V. construct

LEARNING EMBEDDED
ACTIVITIES CORES SKILLS LEARNING

Ill. Pupils, in pair,

distinguish human

speech from animal

sounds.

V. Pupils are guided, in

Phonics:
Expressing

gratitude and

farewell

sentences with

the sounds e.g.

'The dog darks'

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able

to:

i. complete a

guided

composi60n on

•my father,

ii. describe their

in 5

simple

sentences;

iii.compare ær
write -ups.

By fre end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able

to:

l. express
gratitude

through play

role;

ll. express

e 

l.

ll.

Il.

l.

small groups. use

the sounds in

sentences.

Pupils, in pairs,

read to complete a

guided

composition on 'My

father".

Pupils are guided,

in small groups,

describe their

father orally.

Pupils write down

5 sentences about

their

Pupils, in small

groups, read each

pupil's writing and

compare theirs.

Pupils, in pairs,

discuss what is

similar about

fathers and share

witl the dass.

Pupils, in pairs,

role-play

characters

expressing

gratitude.

Il. Pupils, in pairs,

role-play

characters

RESOURCES

l. Communication

and

collaboratbn

ll. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

l. Communication

and

collaboration

ll. Creativity and

imagination

Il. Leadership and

personal

development
expressing farewell

t-,ÉEDUCATION 46



farewell in

various ways

and situations;

ll. express

Simple
greetings and
commands:
Differentiate

between tones
in greeting and
commands

Structure:
Habitual

actions in the

simple present
tense

farewell.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

i. demonstrate

greetings for

different

people:

ii. differentiate

between tones

in greetings

and

commands.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

explain what

habitual action

is;

ll.

ll.

ll.

l.

for various ways

and situations.

Each pupil
expresses farewell.

l.

Pupils, in role-play I

character,

demonstrate
01.appropriate

greetings for

different people.

Pupils, as a class, ill.

Creativity and
imaginabon

Communication

and

coNaboration

Critical thinking

obey the teacher•s

commands.

Pupils, in pairs,

model giving and

obeying

commands.

Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

the differences in

the tones of

greeting and

commands.

Pupils, as a class,

listen to the

teachers

explanation of

habitual action in

the simple present

l.

ll.

and prob'em

solving

Communication

and

collaboration

Critical thinking

and problem

ll. make correct

sentences to

demonstrate

habitual

actions in the

simple present
tense;

consider the

differences in

singular and

tense.

ll. Each pupil makes

sentences to

exemplify habitual

actions in the

simple present
tense.

Ill. Pupils, in groups,

use plural nouns/

verbs in

solving



TOPICSWKS

Vocabulary:

New words

Reading:
Song on
habitual

actions

Writing:

Writing of

words that

begin with u, v,

w.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

plural subject-

predicate.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

l. spell the new

words correctly;

ll. explain the

meanings of the

new words;

ll. use the new

words in new

sentences.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

sentences.

Pupils, as a class,

listen while the

teachers pronounce

the new words.

ll. Pupils, as a class,

participate in word

drill to get the

spelling of the new

words.

ll. Pupils, in small

groups, discuss the

meanings of the

new words.

Each pupil uses the

new words in new

sentences.

Pupils, as a class,

sing songs after the

teacher.

i. sing ll. Pupils are guided, in
songs on

habitual actions;
small groups,

explain the lessons

derived from songs.
ii.derive

lessons from

the songs;

iiising

another related

song.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able

to:

l. pronounce

words that

ll.

ll.

Pupils, in pairs, role-

play characters

demonstrate

habitual acion

song.

Pupils, as a class,

pronounce the

letters u, v, w.

Pupils, as a class,

repeat after the

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

Communication

and collaboration

ll. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

ll. Citizenship

Communication

and collaboration

ll. Critical thinking

ll. Creativity and

imagination

l. Communication

and collaboration

ll. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

begin with u, v,

w correctly;
teacher as he writes

and pronounces

ll. write words that

begin with u, v,

words that begin

with u, v, w.

LAGOS S,TATE MINISTRY OF EDU((ATi0N

ENGLISH stuojes
LEARNING

RESOURCES

48
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and w;
ll. Pupils write wordsIll. use the words in

LORES 

SRiLLs

Supplementar 
y reading

Phonics:
Pronunciation

practice e.g.

i.e. 191

and It/ as in

thank'/tank

sentences.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able

i. share with other

pupils the story

'i. discuss lesson

leamt frml the

book;

iii. relate

events in the

story to their

personal lives.

By t ete end of tie
lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

l. pronounce
(eland m

Il. differenfiate
between/ e/

and N;

ll. give examples

of words wit)

fre sounds.

that begin with u, v,
w.

Each pupil reads a
recommended story
book/play/poem
from Lagos State
approved list of
books.

l. Pupils, as a class,
listen and repeat
after the teacher as
he pronounces 16/

and It] sounds.

i. Communication
and 

collaboration

ii. Critical 
thinking

and problem
solving

Citizenship

l. Communication

and collaboraton

ll. Crifical thinking

ll. Cifizenship

Il. Pupil, as individuals,
Digital literacy

differentate

between 16/ and It]

in words.

ll. Each pupil gives

examples of words

with I e/ and N

Visit this site:

https://youtu.be/n19B

L4AB5YO



LEARNING
"SS-KS OBJECTIVES

By the erd of

—sci. p.Äs
s*wJd abe

conbruous

i.

LEARNING EMBEDDED
ACTIVTTIES CORES SKUS

Pupas, as a das,

hsten attent•æty as

the teact•er explahs

what CriDcd thiNrqi. 

Vocabulary:
New words:

Identify self,

family numbers

aöor•s in

rnake

sentences

nntnuous

actions.

By the end of the

lesson,
should be able
to:

e.g. father, . identify self,

mother, family members
brother and e.g. mofrer,
sister etc...

brofrer, fatler

etc...

dearly

pronounce

names of

persons

identified;

explain

meanings of

new words;

use new words

in own

sentences.

action is

ii. Pupils in pars rde- 

play contnuws

action and ±sülbe

the actions usng

sentenæs.

Pupas are guided, in

smal pups,
idenffy continuous

adions in

sentences.

Each pupil mekes

sentences to show

confinuous actions.

i. Each pupil says

their names

tse of family and

dass members

ii. Pupils, in pairs, rolæ

play characters to

partidpate in self

introduction.

iii. Pupils are guided,

in small groups, to

disoass the

meanings of the

new words.

iv. Each pupil uses

the new words in

their own

sentences.

Creativity
trnagnatjm

Communicajon

and

Critical thinking

and problem

Creab.O and

irnaginajon

LAGOS STATE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

ENGLISH STUDIES

VISUAL
RESOURCES

n. tms

RESOURCES
er*s

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Charts containing

new words

Pupils text books

Dictionaries

RESOURCES
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ENGLISH

WKS TOPICS

Readings:
Days of te

Writing: Word
formetm

Phonics:
Pronunciatjon

pracöce e.g.

•th' i.e. [el and

•t' i.e. Nas
•thank'ttmk'

LEARN!NG

OBJECTIVES

Esscn p.$ds
aye

l. say tee days d

the week

pcrance
days

week

IL '.se the days

Ey the end cf the

Lesson, pupas

should be abie
to:

i. pronounce

blend sounds

with ancher to

form word;

differeniate

between sounds

and letters.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able

to:

i• pronounce

sounds /el and

N Ürecfff,

LEARNING EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

L as a eass. l.

regeat

teachers as he sajs
Ct%cz]

L Creativity and

.11. Pupis, asa eass,
mag:naton

spea dajs cf tse

week as shw,n to

Il. Each pupa uses

days of week in

i. Pupis, as a class,

parjepate in cuss

dnTs and

exercisee

ii. Eaah pupilfoms

words by blending

letter sounds.

iü.Pupi}s, in srnall

groups, are led to

examine tie

between spelling

and prontnciaton.

i. Pupils, as a class,

pronouræ

sourds 19/ and

i. Communication
and collaboraöon 

i. Critcal frinking

and problem

solving

i. Communication
and dtaboratjon

ii. Criical thinking

ii.

words;

ii. pronounce
words witl the

sounds;

ii. Pupås are guided, in and problem

smal groups, solving

identify sounds 19/

and Iti in words.

li. Pupils, as a class,

pronounce words

RE

AUDiOVlSdAL
RESOLRCES

l. Flash z eds

ll. Pupds

Il. A calendar
nntaring day:

week

RESOURCES

ds .ccrn/engl*
for-kids!

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Letter cards

ii. Class text

ii. Word charts

WEB
RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Word charts

ii. Class text

ii. Dictionaries

WEB
RESOURCES

https•]/youtubeQK

aKSFYH3E

with 16/ and It/ as

given by the

teacher.



WKS TOPICS LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

v. give more

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

Structure:
Using the

possessives
my, yours, his,
hers in simple

correct

sentences -
This is my pen;
This is his/her
pen

Vocabulary:
New words

examples of

words with the

sounds.

By the end of the
lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

i. describe
possessive

words(possessi

ve pronouns or

adjective);

ii. cite examples of

possessives;

ii. constuct
sentences using

singular and

plural forms of

possessives to

express

ownership.

By the end of the
lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

i. pronounce the

new words

correctly;

ii. say the

v. Pupils sort a list of

words and

differentiate them

into words with tel

and It/ sounds.

v. Pupils, in pairs, give

more examples of

words with the

sounds.

i. Pupils, as a class,
listen to teachers

explanation.

ii. Pupils, in groups,

are guided to give

examples of

possessives.

ii. Each pupil makes
their own sentences

using possessives

in clear correct

sentences.

Pupils, as a class,
pronounce the new

words after fre

teacher.

ii. Pupils, in pairs, say

the meanings of the

new words.

meanings of the ii. Each pupil makes

i. Communication
and collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

i. Communication
and collaborafion

ii. Criücal thiNdng

and problem

solving

new words;

ii. make new

their own sentences

using the new

words.
sentences using

the new words.

LAGOS STATE 

ENGLISH STUDIES

LEARNING
RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Real objecS

ii. of objects

ii. Course book

WEB

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Charts

ii. Class text

ii. Dictboaæs
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WKS TOPICS

Reading: Days 

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES
By the end of the

of the week

Structure:
Continuous
actions

Writing: Word
formation

lesson, pupils
should be able

to:

i. say how many

days are in a

week,

ii. mention the

days in a week;

ii. forrn songs on

the days of a

week.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able

to;

i. explain
continuous

actions with

example of verb

forms;

ii. identify
continuous

actions in

sentence;

iii. express

continuous

action in

sentences.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able

to:

i. form new words

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

I Each pupil says

how many days

are in a week.

ii. Pupils, in pairs,

mention the days

in the week.

iii.Pupil, as a class,

use the days of the

week to form a

song.

i. Pupils are

guided, in small

groups, describe

continuous actions.

ii. Pupils are

guided, in small

groups, to read

sentences using

continuous actions.

iiiEach pupil

makessentences

using continuous

actions.

i. Pupils, in pairs,

form new words by

blending some of

the given sounds.
using the

sounds that will

be written on

the board

ii. use the words in

sentences

ii. Each pupil forms

words using tie

given sounds.

iii. Pupils pair up to

tell stories using

the formed words.

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

Cornrnuntczuon

and (Y)l$aboratjon

if. Citizenship

ii. Creativity and

imagination

i.

and collaboration

ii. Critical thirå(jng

and problem

solving

i. Communication
and collaboration

ii. Leadership nd

personal

development

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

ii. form stories with

the words

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR POMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3)

i. Chars

ii. Flash

iiiCcjY%

WEE

AUDIO

PESOUR(Z

i. Course ten

Picture books

ii. Charts

words that

r;ntiryucus

ad-ions

WEB

AUDIO VISA

contain?YJ saris

i. Picture tcoks

'i. Diå:onafjes

RESOURCES
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ENGLISH STUDIES

LEARNING
TOPICS

WKS

6 Phonics:
A.B.c song

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able

to:

i. identify sing

A.B.C song;
ii. master the

rhyme/rhythm of

A B C song;

ii. reproduce/ Sing

ACTIVITIES

i. Pupils, as a class,

listen as the teacher

sings the A.B.C

song.

ii. Pupils, as a class,

repeat the song

after the teacher.

iii. Pupils, in small

EMBEDDED LEARNING
CORES SKILLS
i. Communication

and collaboration

ii. Leadership and

personal

development

ii. Digital literacy

RESOURCES
AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Picture books

With rhymes and

ii. Flashcards

ii. Chart

Structure:
Expressing
gratitude and
farewell:
When we

receive gift

the ABC song.

By the end of the
lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

i. explain the

occasion where

groups, sing the

A.B.C song.

https•.//youtu.be/UR-

13Q12nE

i. Pupils, as a class,

brainstom on the

occasions that

require graitude

making.

ii. Pupils, in small

groups, dramaüze

different situaüons

for using •thark

i. Communicatm

and collaboration

ii. Creaüvity and

imaginaüon

Tape recorder

RESOURCES
htps•.//putu .befUR

-13Q12nE

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Pictures depicting

relevant smations

graütude can be

expressed;

ii. express

graütude

correcdy when

they receive gift;

ii. say farewell to

ii. Audio/ video

tapes

ii. Course books

Wall charts

Vocabulary:
New words

people

correcdy.

By the end of
the lesson,

pupils should

be able to:
i. identify new

words in a

story read;

ii. say the

you", NWsir/Daddy

etc. e.g. after when

we receive gift from

people, eating our

ii. Pupil role play

saying farewel to

classmates.

i. Pupils, in small

groups, identify

new words in a

story read.

ii. Each pupil

pronounces the

new words

WEB
RESOURCES

i. Communication
and

collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Story books

ii. Recomnended
story books

iii. Dictmares

iii. Leadership and iv. Charts
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WKS TOPICS LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

Reading:

meaning of the

new words;

iii. pronounce the

new words

correctly;

iv. use the new

words in

sentences.

By the end of the

ACTIVITIES

iii. Pupils in small

groups discuss the

meaning of the

new words as used

in the story read.

iv. Each pupil uses

the words in

sentences.

i. Pupils, in small

CORES SKILLS

personal

development

i Critical thinking

Famifiar parts
of the body

lesson pupils
should be able

to:

i. list the parts of

the body;

groups, mention

and discuss the
familiar parts of the

and problem

solving

body. ii. Communication

ii. identify the

and collaboration
ii. Each pupil identifies

RNING
RESOURCES

WEB

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Picture containing

parts of the body

ii. Course text

parts of the

body;

ii. answer

questions on

parts of the

Writing : By the end of the
guided lesson pupils
composition on should be able

myself, to:

i. identify the

format of

description;

ii. describe

themselves;

ii. complete a

guided essay on

the familiar parts of iii. Digital literacy

the body.

iii. Pupils pair up to

answer questions

on parts of body

https•]/youtu.be/ab7sl

WEB

RESOURCES:

https://youtu.be/aB

7slePM4rE

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE

i. Pupils, as a class,

recall the format of

description.

ii. Each pupil

describes

themselves.

iii.Pupils are guided,

in small groups,

are guided to

complete an essay

I Critical thinking

and problem

solving

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

iii. Citizenship

'myself.
on "Myself'.

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3)

i. Course books

ii. Charts containing

letters of the

alphabet

ii. Recommended

text books

v. Writing books

WEB
RESOURCES
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TOPICSWKS

Supplementar
y reading

7 MID-TERM

TEST/
MID-TERM

BREAK
8 Phonics:

Asking and
answering
questions:
Ask simple
questions

using "What"

Structure:
Expressing
past actions

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able

to.

l, share With

other pupils

the story read:

ll. discuss lesson

learnt from the

book,

lit. relate events in

the story to

their personal

lives.

By the end of the
lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

I ask simple

questions using

"what";

ii. answer simple

questions

correctly;

•ii. form dialogues

involving the

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Each pupil reads a
recommended story
book/piay/poem from

Lagos State approved
list of books,

Pupils are guided, in

small groups, are

guided to ask one

another simple

questions.

ii. Pupils, in small

groups , answer the

questions asked

correctly.

iii. Pupils, in pair, use

questions and

use of questions

and answers.

By the end of the

lesson pupils
should be able
to:

i. differentiate
between

present actions

and past

actions;

answers in

dialogues.

Pupils, as a class,

are guided to

differentiate

between present

and past actions.

ii. Each pupil

identifies verbs

that show past

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS
i, Communication

and collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

iii. Citizenship

Communication

and collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

iii. Citizenship

ii.

Communication

and

collaboration

Critical thinking

and problem

solving

LAGOS STATE MINISTR.Y OF EDUC TION

ENGLISH STUDIES

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Recommended
story book.

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE

I Charts

ii. Flannel graph

ii. Real objects

Audio-visual

materials

WEB
RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE

i. Charts/Flash

cards

ii. Recommended

text books

ii. Picture

56
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EMBEDDED
WKS TOPICS

Vocabulary:
New words

Reading:
Label reading

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

ii. identify verbs

that show past

actions;

express past

actions.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able

to:

i. identify new

words in

stories read;

ii. say the

meaning of new

words as used

in the stories;

ii. use new words
in own speech.

By the end of the
lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

i. explain what a

label is;

ii.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

actions.

Each pupil makes

sentences to

express past

actions.

i. Pupils, as a dass,

listen as the teacher

reads stoöes.

ii. Pupils, in small

groups, identify new

words in the stories.

ii. Pupils, in pairs,

discuss the

meaning of new

words.

Each pupil uses

new words in their

own speech

i. Pupils look at

various objects

e.g. milk, bottled

CORES SKILLS

i. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

ii. Communication

and collaboration

i. Communication

and collaboration

ii. idenffy labels

on objects.

iii. create\ design

water, soft drinks ii. Critical thinking

to brainstorm how and problem

they identify solving

different objects

and formulate the

meaning of labels.

a label ii. Pupils, in small

LEARNING
RESOURCES

WEB

RESOURCES
https://youtu.be/LH

xeyaPDOE

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE

i. Recommended
story books

ii. Words

ii. Dictionaries

WEB
RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE

i. Picture books

ii. Read objects

ii. Flash cards

WEB

RESOURCES
https://youtu.be/y-

Fpb5y6gFs
groups, discuss

why labels are

used.

Each pupil

identifies labels on

objects.



ENGLISH STUDIES
WKS TOPICS

Writing:
Description

Guided essay

on •My

Classroom"

Supplementar
y reading

9 Phonics:
Pronunciation

practice e.g.
morfis

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

should be able
to:

i. identify all

objects in the

classrooms;

ii. describe their

classrooms;

ii. answer guided

questions on

their

classrooms.

By tie end of the
lesson, pupils
should be able

i. share witl otuer

pupils the story

read;

ii. discuss lesson

leamt from tie

book

iii. relate events in

the story to

their personal
lives.

By the end of tie

lesson, pupils
should be able

to;

i. pronounce
given words

corTectly;

ii. identify each

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

i. Pupils, as a class
recognize all items,
objects, pupils and
teacher in their

classroom

ii. Pupils, in grmlps,

descnbe their

classrooms.

iii.Pupils, in pairs,

complete a guided

essay on their

Each pupil reads a
recomrnended story
book/play/poem from
Lagos State approved
list of books.

i. Pupis, as a dass,

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS LEARNING

i. Communutjon
AUDIO VISUALand cdlaboration RESOURCE

listen as fre

tea&ler

pronounces fre

words e.g.

montts.

ii. Each pupil

identifies each

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

i.

and collaborabon

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

soMng

iii. Citizenship

i. Criical thinking

and problem

soMng

ii. Communicajon

i. Charts contairing
strokes and

curves

ii. Alphabet

ii. Pupils text books

WEB

RESOURCES

Recommended

story book

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE

i. Chare containing

Days of week

month of a year;
month of a year.

and collaboraüon ii. Pupils text books

WEB
RESOURCES
https•Jlyoutu.be/Ty

cN0ttVnPQ

ii. form a song on

the months.
iii.Pupils, in groups,

a song onsing 

months.
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ENGLISH 
STIJDlEs

NKS TOPICS

Vocabulary:
New words

Reading:
Label reading

Structure:
Introducing

nouns and
pronouns

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson. pupils
should be able

to:

i. spell and

pronounce the

new words

correctly,

ii. identify the

meaning of the

words,

ii. use the new

words in a

sentence.

By the end of the
lesson pupils
should be able

to:

i. read labels;

ii. explain what

they

understand;

iii. apply the

objects to real

life

LEARNING EMBEDDED LEARNING

i.

ACTIVITIES

Pupils, as a class,

are guided to spell

and pronounce the

selected words.

ii. Pupils are guided, in

small groups,

identify the meaning

of the words in the

context.

iii. Each pupil uses the

new words in

sentences.

i. Each pupil

identifies labels on

objects.

ii. Pupils, in small

CORES SKILLS
i. Communication

and collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

Communication

and collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

groups, discuss the solving

RESOURCES
AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCE
Words cards

ii. Picture books

ii. Course books

v. Dictionaries

WEB
RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE

i. Real objects

ii. Charts containing

different labels

labels on objects

given to them.
iii. Picture books

iii.Each pupil explains

what they

understand after

WEB
RESOURCES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able

to:

i. describe nouns;

ii. identify nouns

reading the labels

and relate the

objects to real life.

i. Pupils, in a class,

are guided to

describe a noun;

i. Communication

and collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

ii. Pupils are guided, in and problem

small groups, to

identify nouns and

solving

and pronouns in
pronouns in

phrases and
sentences.

sentences;

iii. Each pupil uses
iii. correctly use

nouns and
nouns and

pronouns in their

iii. Citizenship

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE

i. Course book

ii. Real objects

iii. Pictures

v. Flash cards

WEB
RESOURCES

com
leditJnouns.htm

pronouns in own sentences.
sentences.
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ENGLISH STUDIES
TOPICS

11 Phonics:
What I eat
and I ænnot

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

iH.appty the

objects to real

life.

By be erd of the
lesson, pupils
should able
to;

i. idenffy
singuar and
plural foms of

i. give singular

and plural

forms of

otie&,

iii. use singular

and plural

forms of

in

By tie erdof

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

iii.Each pupil

EMBEDDED LEARNING

i.

explains what they

understand after

reading the labels

and relate the

objects to real life.

Pupils are guided,
in small groups,

are led to identify

CORES SKILLS

i. Communication
and collaboration

ii. Criücal thinking

RESOURCES

WEB

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Real objects

singular and plural

forms of objects.

and problem

solving

ii. Wall charts

ii. Pupils, in pair, give

examples of

singular and plural

forms of objects.

iii. Each pupil uses
real objects to

show singular and

plural forms

Pupils, as a class,

iii.

iv. Flash cards

WEB
RESOURCES

https•.//www.ef.com/

wwen/english-

resources/english-

grammar/singular-

and-plural-nouns/

i. Communication AUDIO VISUAL
lesson, pupils
shmlld be able
to;

i. identfy different

and

i. list what frey

eat ard

eat;

WI. dlSQjss why

identfy different fruit

and food.

(l. Pupils, in pairs, list

what they can eat.

iii. Pupils, in small

groups, disajss tie

tings tiey cannot

eat and why ttey

eat them.

and collaboration

ii. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

iii. Leadeship and

personal

development

iv. Citizenship

RESOURCES
i. Real objects

ii. Pictures

lii. Course books

WEB

cannot 
they can eat

tiem and
cannot eat



TOPICS

Vocabulary:

New words

stucture:

Use of Ande

'A' and •An'

Reading:
Label reading

LAC

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of free
lesson, pupils
should be able
to;

i. identify new

words ;

ii. explain the

rtEaning of the

new words;

iii. use new words
in own speech.

By the end of the
lesson, pupis
should be able
to:

i. describe
artjdes 'a' and

an';

ii. idenffy

objece that

use arjdes •a'

or •an';

iii. use fie artides

in sentenæs.

By tie end of tie
lesson pupils

i.

LEARNING
ACTtVtTlES

Pupib as a dass
Identify new wrrds
they carne aaosz
wtlde rearing or
hstening to stores

ii. Pupils, as a dzs,
disass toe words
and their

menngs

in. Ea±l pupf uses
new

new

EMP.EOOEO
CORES

i.

i. Pupås, as a czs,
rtstento

teames
exgarztion of Crite
arides •A' ard
'An'.

i. Pupils, in gnal
groups, identfy

obje± using
aride

iü. Pupas are

i.

in srrzn groups,

use JA' and

Ea&i pupa i.

iderrffes on

i. Case ms

RES%RCES

AJJDIOVISJ*L

should be able

to:

i. read labels; ii. Pupils, in srnall

ii. explain what

they

understand;

groups, dlSaJSS

the labds on

objects gwen to

them.

Rea

aes

PWe

RESOJRCES
iii. apply the

iii. Each pupil explain
objects to real

what they
life. understand after

reading tie labels

and relate tie

objects to real fife.

edudelighttu!ors.com (CYDUCATiON



LEARNING LEARNING EMBEDDED
WKS TOPICS

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES CORES SKILLS
1 Revision: -Revtse se ielevant teaching

and learning matenals

13 EXAMINATIO

14 EXAMINATIO

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

At the end of the session, students should be able to;

i. describe English sounds and pronounce English words accurately;

ii. narrate written mmprehension in their own words;

iii. produce words that are associated with Kitchen and Road Signs;

iv. answer simple

v. acquire wide range of vocabulary for effective spoken communication;

vi. write 5 letter words conveniently;

vii. identify tiat uses articles 'a' and 'an';

viii.idenüfy singular and plural form of obje&

edudelighttutors.com WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3)

ENGLISH

LEARNING
RESOURCES

63


